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Malta needs a plan if it is to reach its EU energy targets for buildings
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Could solar heater grants lift Malta out of hot water?

Charles Yousif, a solar energy pioneer in Malta
since 1993, is hopeful that the proposals will be
considered seriously.

Solar water heaters can provide a substantial reduction in CO2 emissions.

A rescue plan is needed for solar heating systems if Malta is to reach its targets for buildings
with low energy consumption and near-zero CO2 emissions. 

A new set of guidelines on how to achieve EU energy targets for buildings proposes that the
government provide grants for hot water solar heaters, as well as heat-pump versions for
dwellings with no rooftop access.

Investment in new solar heating systems has seen a constant decline over the past few years.
So far there have been no major interventions planned to rescue this technology from dying
out.

Although much attention has been given to
photovoltaic panels, solar water heaters use less
space to produce the same amount of energy
and can provide a substantial reduction in CO2
emissions.

The proposal emerges from a recent workshop
with stakeholders held by the university’s Institute
for Sustainable Energy as part of the ZeroCO2
Interreg-Europe project to promote reduction of
CO2 emissions from buildings.

Malta should have already made a head start in
policy making to bring buildings as near to zero-
energy as possible. A near-zero-energy building
is one that has very low energy consumption,
most of which comes from renewable energy
generated on site. The first priority is reducing
energy demand and increasing the energy
efficiency of equipment used in buildings.

However, while solar heaters can reduce CO2
emissions substantially if they are properly sized
and maintained, inferior products are competing
with the more reliable brands on the market.

Also, one-size-fits-all solutions are likely to reduce efficiency. A 2015 planning design policy
dictating that solar installations cannot be higher than one metre (or must be laid horizontally)
has jeopardised the use of the popular and cheaper thermo-siphon solar heating systems.

With targets looming, policy makers must look wisely at how they intend to come in line with
energy obligations for buildings within the next three years. Each Member State is free to
decide exactly how its near-zero-energy buildings are to be achieved and has taken on its own
binding national target.

A national plan for zero-energy buildings, in place since 2015, outlines strategies for compliance
by the end of 2018 for buildings occupied by public authorities and by the end of 2020 for all
buildings.

Another proposal is energy from future communal solar farms set up by the government could
be extended to households which cannot install PVs due to shade.

For indoor thermal comfort, insulation retrofitted to buildings shows more benefits than PVs,
according to the institute’s report. Yet roof insulation will only provide an energy savings benefit
to the top floor of an apartment block.

Studies have also shown that double glazing should not be the first choice for energy savings
in Malta, because the weather is mild and subsequent energy savings are relatively low. Other
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Unless everyone works together to
achieve Malta’s obligations as an EU
Member State, they will all bear the
consequences of slipping backwards
from the targets

interventions such as shading and insulation of single walls have proven more effective and
should be incentivised.

The report says a long-term strategy with clear targets 2030 and 2050 is preferable to merely
having stop-go measures tied to annual national budgets.

Full or partial renovation of any building offers a good opportunity to consider what zero-energy options may be
applied to bring Malta in line with EU targets.

A final recommendation is for a one-stop shop for policy application and technical advice
accessible by the general public. The building stock should be well studied, with incentives for
an effective package of measures for different building types rather than isolated measures.

The ISE workshop was the third in a
series of consultations with stakeholders
for the Interreg-Europe project aimed at
promoting carbon neutral buildings. How
the Maltese islands will face EU near-
zero-energy targets is, however, still
vague.

A target for new and renovated sections
of government buildings to make the required adaptations as from January 1, 2019, is fast
approaching.

A technical document for minimum energy requirements of buildings has been updated and a
near-zero-energy plan for Malta published. Despite these initiatives, poor implementation of
energy regulations in the construction market remains a matter of great concern to ISE lecturer
Charles Yousif, who has been coordinating Malta’s participation in the ZeroCO2 project since
2015.

The project has engaged in constant dialogue with key stakeholders in policy making and
others directly linked to energy performance of buildings.

Engineer Dr Yousif, a solar energy pioneer in Malta since 1993 and secretary general of the
Malta Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Association, is determined to get the message
across to anyone who can help make a difference:

“It has been very difficult to attract contractors, engineers and architects to the meetings so that
we hear and understand their position and find ways of successfully implementing the EU
directives in the local building industry,” he said.

“Unless everyone works together to achieve Malta’s obligations as an EU Member State, they
will all bear the consequences of slipping backwards from the targets.” According to Dr Yousif,
the ball is now in the policy makers’ court to make changes in the few years left until 2020 and
ensure that the obligations are clearly understood and accepted by all stakeholders, even if
there is some added cost.

After extensive discussions and gathering best-practice case studies over the past 18 months,
the project is in its final phase. An energy policy action plan will now be put before the policy
makers.

Dr Yousif is hopeful the proposals will be considered seriously and more effective energy
policies for Malta will stick.

“We now look forward to having one-to-one meetings with all policy makers to keep track of
outcomes over the next two years up to 2020, as required by all Interreg-Europe projects.”

A new incentive offering support to SMEs to carry out energy audits is imminent under the
Energy Efficiency Directive. This measure should help small businesses understand where they
are on the near-zero-energy scale and decide what improvements to make to their premises.
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 • Reply •

John Zammit • 19 hours ago

I don't have access to a roof to do this.
 1△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

CARMEN PACE  • 14 hours ago> John Zammit

Most families don't have , as they live in appartments.Need something to be
done about this...
 1△ ▽

−

 • Edit • Reply •

Charles Yousif  • 38 minutes ago> CARMEN PACE

Thank you, but there are other options. Heat pump water heaters are
now subsidized by government as of last week.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Mr Aquilina  • 6 hours ago> John Zammit

I do have a sizeable roof, yet at only 2 storeys high I have no guarantee the
neighboring empty plot wont one day be granted a 4 storey permit obscuring
any direct sunlight. Risky investing in PV unless you have guaranteed
sunlight throughout its lifetime. The cheaper solar water heater option is a
risk worth taking. I have hot water almost throughout the year, with the
exception of dull stormy days in winter when I have to switch on the heating
element for few hours.
△ ▽

−

 • Edit • Reply •

Charles Yousif  • 37 minutes ago> Mr Aquilina

Indeed, a well sized solar heater with simple regular maintenance can
serve years with no problems. I have seen solar heaters that are 20
years old in Malta and still operating well.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

James McIntosh  • 30 minutes ago> Mr Aquilina

This has already happened to some who made the investment to
install PV and or Solar Water heating. Money down the drain, but so
long as big money constructors have the proxy Government in their
pockets the weak can go to hell.
△ ▽

−

 • Edit • Reply •

Charles Yousif  • 39 minutes ago> John Zammit

Thanks John. Indeed this is a problem for many. But the article is also
speaking about other energy efficiency measures that one can implement
without the need for a roof - heat pump water heaters which now have a 400
Euro grant from government announced last week, shading on windows,
which is very effective in summer, draught-proofing to stop cold air from
infiltrating into the house, etc... There is also a lot to be done in public
buildings and social housing sector. The project ZEROCO2 is especially
interested in those sectors.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Alex Grima • 18 hours ago

"Although much attention has been given to photovoltaic panels, solar  
water heaters use less space to produce the same amount of energy."

Solar heaters are impractical becasue they produce most hot water on the hot days
and in the summer when people use much less or none at all. That is all wasted
solar energy, while in winter the heat from the sun is not enough.

The drive should be for photovoltaic panels that work much more consistently
throughout the year.
 5△ ▽

−
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 • Reply •

Mike Rodgers  • 17 hours ago> Alex Grima

as with everything renewable, better batteries are required to make them
feasible
 1△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

C.Borg  • 15 hours ago> Mike Rodgers

As far as I know neither solar heaters nor PV installations use
batteries, unless in the case where PV are stand alone and not
connected to the grid.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Alex Grima  • an hour ago> C.Borg

Even if you are connected to the grid, batteries help you store
the electricity your PV panels generate during the day (while
you're probably out) for use in the off peak hours and during
the night. This would make PV solar panels an even better
proposition once the batteries become affordable.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Alex Grima  • 14 hours ago> Mike Rodgers

You probably mean cheaper and more affordable batteries, because
there are some interesting options out there already today. The tech
exists: http://www.businessinsider....
 1△ ▽

−

 • Edit • Reply •

Charles Yousif  • 30 minutes ago> Alex Grima

The use of batteries is gaining ground but their use in closed
areas such as apartment should be carefully considered. Any
potential risks should be absolutely mitigated first and
foremost (over-charging, hydrogen release, acid spills, etc...)
△ ▽

−

 • Edit • Reply •

Charles Yousif  • 31 minutes ago> Mike Rodgers

Thanks Mike. We often under-estimate the fact that solar heaters are
also renewable STORAGE systems that can alleviate the peak load
at the power station in the evening, when many electric boilers are
switched on to heat water. In fact, the only economically feasible
renewable energy storage system so far is the solar heater.
 1△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

John J Borg  • 16 hours ago> Alex Grima

i agree , but only if the solar heater is taking pv panels space. I have both
and what you said is not the full truth. All solar heaters have an internal
heating element, i had mine connected to a separate switch so i can turn it
on to heat manually. I barely turn it on for a total of 24 hours in a whole year,
and have hot water all year round....
 2△ ▽

−

 • Edit • Reply •

Charles Yousif  • 28 minutes ago> John J Borg

This solar heater seems to be very well sized for your needs.
Congrts. Quite often people have an under-sized system, which is a
pity as they may not be fully satisfied with the outcome.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Edward Mallia  • 2 hours ago> Alex Grima

A superficial comment. 1. I use at least as much hot water in summer as in
winter. In case you have not noticed, the summer heat results in increased
washing loads and what is more increased wash temperatures. So a proper
coordination of washing machine and solar hot water will save significant
amounts of mains energy. Twin-inlet washing machines may provide part of
the answer, but design has not been optimised as I found out to my cost. My
machine will use its own heater if the wash temperature is set below 60C.
That can be easily remedied. There may also be some need to change
personal showering habits, again not very difficult to find a personally and
socially acceptable solution. 
2. On the other aspect of "shadowing", there has only been endless chatter
from every side. No a single serious step has been taken by any state entity
to change the current situation and even less to remedy past ills. For
instance PV panels carry a feed-in tariff applicable for a number of years.
People who have suffered significant shading or are about to do so, should
have their feed-in tariff period extended, without involving complicated laws
and bye-laws that other methods would involve. Any takers at the present
Energy Authority?
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Alex Grima  • 2 hours ago> Edward Mallia

I have no idea why you would use hot water to wash clothes in
summer, Dr Mallia. I understand each family has different needs, but I
don't think all that hot water is so necessary for most families. We
wash most clothes at 30 deg C all year round anyway, unless they
are are extremely dirty (usually children's clothes), and they turn out
fine because it's just perspiration and such mostly that needs to be
washed out.

I fully agree with your comment on shading.
△ ▽

−
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 • Edit • Reply •

Charles Yousif  • 33 minutes ago> Alex Grima

Thanks Alex. I don't agree with you. We have been conducting tests at
University for a number of sites in homes occupied by families. I can confirm
that the solar heater can save a minimum of 1,000 units per year for a family
of 3. The maximum potential of a 200 litre solar heater is that of 1,800
kWh/year EXCLUDING SUMMER.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

C. Magro • 18 hours ago

having 'free' hot water in August does not really make sense...
 3△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Pierre Bugeja  • 16 hours ago> C. Magro

In Malta you would have hot water all year round, not just in August.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

C. Magro  • 5 hours ago> Pierre Bugeja

True. Was referring to the summer period..which in this day and age
spans 5 to 6 months. So it makes it even less worthed..
△ ▽

−

 • Edit • Reply •

Charles Yousif  • 23 minutes ago> C. Magro

The weather in Malta with regards to availability of solar
radiation has not changed for the past 30 years. There are
indications that temperatures tend to be about 1-1.5 Degree
higher on average. However, the cold water supply for the
solar heater follows roughly the sea temperature, which is still
cold for many months, if one uses it to shower. The cold water
supply still needs to be heated (September up to May)
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

John J Borg  • 16 hours ago> C. Magro

.....yes, but summer is only 3 months......struggling to get the extra kw from
the pv then turn on the massive `gyser` element without knowing when its
going to turnoff.....solar heaters make sense!!
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

C. Magro  • 5 hours ago> John J Borg

You can fine tune a gyser until you feel it is at the right level. For size
depends on the number of persons. I manage it successfully tbh.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Vito Saponaro  • 14 hours ago> C. Magro

I live in southern Italy, and I get free hot water also in February.  
The same happens in Trentino, which has less sun. 
All we need to change habits and mentality.

Cheers
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

C. Magro  • 5 hours ago> Vito Saponaro

Hot water in February is welcome! In August it is not! So a pv makes
more sense since electricity is needed 24x7×365 and the excess can
be sold. Cheers!
△ ▽

−

 • Edit • Reply •

Charles Yousif  • 21 minutes ago> C. Magro

The whole philosophy of sustainable energy is to diversify and
try to 1. save energy 2. use renewable energy. PV is good but
technically and economically speaking, it does not make
sense to convert solar light to electricity and then use 50% of
that precious source to heat water in a boiler, when one can
do that in a much more efficient way using a solar heater
△ ▽

−

 • Edit • Reply •

Charles Yousif  • 25 minutes ago> C. Magro

In Malta and according to our research, families start using hot water from
the last week of September up to mid-June. This is significant. While hot
water may not be very useful in August, it does not mean that a solar heater
is useless. This is the same as purchasing a car and using it only for a few
hours a day or a TV and is only switched on at night. In fact, summer serves
as the best season to carry out some routine maintenance on the solar
heater.
△ ▽

−
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 • Reply •

christopher richard • 18 hours ago

With all the hype over an ever growing economy one wonders why doesn't jack, jo
and Mary get anything from it? It would only be fair that the people get at least free
solar energy whether they have a roof or not. If the overdevelopment is ruining our
islands then at least we should all get our fair share.
△ ▽

−

 • Edit • Reply •

Charles Yousif  • 16 minutes ago> christopher richard

Easily said than done. One has to make sure that free giveaways are used
properly. In the past, free energy saving lights were given to households and
that was a good move. At other times, a grant of 15% on purchasing class A
appliances may not have given the same results, because people bought the
efficient appliance without getting rid of the old ones. They were waiting for
the old one to stop working before they change it. However, I would agree
with you that the grant on solar heaters of 400 Euro has not changed for
years. It is time that this is revised to reflect the true cost of installing a solar
heater (panels, tank, crane, plumbing, insulation, tiles, cement, etc....) This is
much more complicated than installing a PV system. Yet PV systems are
subsidized at a much higher rate than solar heaters.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

M. Mizzi • 17 hours ago

Well, I invested in PV panels but guess what? Soon they will become useless
because of permits being given for higher buildings.
 3△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Chris Spiteri • 16 hours ago

What I would suggest is that on hot days one can reduce tempatures limits of gysers
and maybe install a timer for gysers. Small changes which can reduce bills
drastically over time.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

X Borg  • 13 hours ago> Chris Spiteri

Yes, I agree that adjusting the geysers temperature according to the season
and having a timer are effective ways to save energy (and reduce costs).

Never been convinced to install solar panel heater as who needs hot water in
summer and when you really need hot water there isn't enough sun in the
cooler months to heat water it goes into gyser mode anyway.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Jennifer Debono  • 8 hours ago> Chris Spiteri

Don't you think you are stating the obvious? I have energy saving lights and I
turn down the geyser's thermostat in Summer. The main energy consumers
are automatic washing machines and fridge/freezers yet I still know people
who do their laundry using very high temperatures and long programmes
when 30° is sufficient. And what about AC's? And in my opinion the most
udeless gizmo of them all....the dishwasher? I have neither an AC nor a
dishwasher and am single so that means I use my washing machine a twice
of times a week unless I am changing over to another season and I still get
high electricty bills.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

David Cammenzuli • 16 hours ago

How do you figure out which are the better solar panel suppliers in Malta? All seem
to boast that their product is superior to the competition. So how to figure out who
are the better suppliers of photovoltaic panels locally?
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Jennifer Debono • 9 hours ago

I live in an apartment block of 20 and the roof is covered with water tanks. I don't
see how this is even possible even without the tanks. Having said that there should
be a law obliging new buildings to have solar heating in place.
 1△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Joe Attard  • 7 hours ago> Jennifer Debono

Now that the water supply is regular,are,nt water tanks superfluous?
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Mr Aquilina  • 6 hours ago> Joe Attard

Water supply is not guaranteed 24/7 all year round, and the demands
of a household sometimes temporarily exceed the volume provided
by the mains supply. That's why a water reservoir is the absolute
norm.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

Anna Zammit  • 43 minutes ago> Joe Attard

The bathroom has to be hooked up with a water tank. you cannot use
water straight from the mains, I was always told. Only in the kitchen
△ ▽

−

Charles Yousif  • 2 minutes ago> Joe Attard

Hold on, this is waiting to be approved by Times of Malta.

Maybe yes and maybe no. I see those tanks as a strategic water
storage system for the island As far as I know Malta only has a 3 day

−
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 • Edit •

storage system for the island. As far as I know Malta only has a 3-day
fresh water storage in case of major disasters. The tanks can prolong
this storage capacity a few more days.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Denise Vella • 8 hours ago

Agree. And also they are so UGLY.
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

C. Magro  • 5 hours ago> Denise Vella

True but at least they r supposed to be environmently friendly...better than
dumb satellite dishes.
△ ▽

−

 • Edit •

Charles Yousif  • a minute ago> Denise Vella

Hold on, this is waiting to be approved by Times of Malta.

Integrated solar heaters may not be as ugly.
△ ▽

−
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 • Reply •

Jimmy Ventura • 7 hours ago

Maintenance on these products is expensive.
△ ▽

−

 • Edit •

Charles Yousif  • in a few seconds> Jimmy Ventura

Hold on, this is waiting to be approved by Times of Malta.

This is relative. The average routine maintenance once every 2 years does
not normally exceed 50 Euro (i.e. 1 Euro every month)
△ ▽

−

 • Reply •

R. Azzopardi • 5 hours ago

I have a solar water heater for the plain and simple reason that it came with the
house. Financially it doesn't make sense, although it does ecologically. Let's take
the financial aspect (mine is the older type which cannot be controlled in any way -
the newer ones are much more efficient as you can control when they refill and by
how much, thus reducing heat loss). At the time my unit was fitted, a solar water
heater cost 8 times more than an electric one. Mine's 18 years old now. Let's say
that in that period, I would have gone through 4 electric water heaters. I would still
be much cheaper to purchase 4 electric water heaters. Secondly, an electric water
heater needs very little maintenance. Many times, it needs to be replaced before
any maintenance is carried out. A solar water heater needs an annual service to the
tune of about 60 euro if nothing goes wrong with it - a sacrificial zinc anode and a
rubber gasket are replaced (I do mine myself and it costs about 26 euro). That alone
nullifies the electricity savings. Whenever I need to heat my solar water heater using
electricity, one unit is sufficient. One unit costs about 15 cents if memory serves me
correctly. to consume 60 euros worth of electricity (the cost of an annual service),
that equates to 400 units. I don't think an electric water heater uses that much
electricity in a year (if used wisely). Ergo, it's plainly not worth the extra expense to
install a solar water heater. Now this is just my calculation using costs that were
actual at the time that my unit was purchased. I have no idea how much a modern
solar water heater costs at present.
△ ▽

−
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